We present a distributed self-adjusting algorithm for skip graphs that minimizes the average routing costs between arbitrary communication pairs by performing topological adaptation to the communication pattern. Our algorithm is fully decentralized, conforms to the CON GEST model (i.e. uses O(log n) bit messages), and requires O(log n) bits of memory for each node, where n is the total number of nodes. Upon each communication request, our algorithm first establishes communication by using the standard skip graph routing, and then locally and partially reconstructs the skip graph topology to perform topological adaptation. We propose a computational model for such algorithms, as well as a yardstick (working set property) to evaluate them. Our working set property can also be used to evaluate self-adjusting algorithms for other graph classes where multiple tree-like subgraphs overlap (e.g. hypercube networks). We derive a lower bound of the amortized routing cost for any algorithm that follows our model and serves an unknown sequence of communication requests. We show that the routing cost of our algorithm is at most a constant factor more than the amortized routing cost of any algorithm conforming to our computational model. We also show that the expected transformation cost for our algorithm is at most a logarithmic factor more than the amortized routing cost of any algorithm conforming to our computational model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many peer-to-peer communication topologies are designed to reduce the worst-case time per operation and do not take advantage of the skew in communication patterns. Given that most real-world communication patterns are skewed, selfadjustment is an attractive tool that can significantly reduce the average communication cost for a sequence of communications. For an unknown sequence of communications, selfadjusting algorithms minimize the average communication cost by performing topological adaptation to the communication pattern.
In the 1980s, Sleator and Tarjan published their seminal work on Splay Tree [14] , which has been the inspiration of subsequent studies in self-adjusting algorithms, for example Tango BSTs [10] , multi-splay trees [15] , CBTree [1] , dynamic skip list [9] etc. All these data structures are designed for centralized lookup operations and rely on a tree or tree-like structure. Avin et al. proposed SplayNets [6] , which initiated the study of self-adjustment for distributed data structures and networks, where each communication involves a sourcedestination pair. However, splayNet relies on a single BST structure, and we are not aware of any study of self-adjustment for more complex data structures that relies on the interaction of multiple overlapping tree-like structures (e.g. skip graphs, hypercubic networks). This motivates our current work on selfadjustment for skip graph topologies. A skip graph [3] G = (V, E) is a distributed data structure and a well-known peer-to-peer communication topology that guarantees O(log n) worst-case communication time between arbitrary pairs of nodes, where n = |V |. The major advantage of skip graphs over BSTs is that skip graphs are highly resilient and capable of tolerating a large fraction of node failures. In order to achieve such resilience, skip graphs rely on interactions among n overlapping skip list structures. In general, topological rearrangement of nodes of one skip list affects the structure of multiple other skip lists. Moreover, since the access pattern in unknown, an adversarial access sequence may incur the worst case communication cost for each of the communication requests. Thus it is important to keep all the skip lists balanced so that the worst case communication cost for any pair of nodes remains logarithmic. Now, self-adjusting algorithms generally attempt to move frequently communicating nodes closer to each other. However, for skip graphs, such an attempt may result in an imbalance situation and drive other uninvolved nodes away from each other, which makes it challenging to design a self-adjusting algorithm for skip graphs.
We present a self-adjusting algorithm Dynamic Skip Graphs (DSG) for skip graphs with no a priori knowledge of the future communication pattern, and analyze the performance of our algorithm. Upon each communication request, DSG first establishes communication using the the standard skip graph routing in the existing topology, and then locally and partially transforms the topology to connect communicating nodes via a direct link. Our algorithm DSG is designed for the CON GEST model (i.e. allowed message size per link per round is up to O(log n) bits), and requires O(log n) bits of memory for each node. We show that, for an unknown communication sequence, the routing cost for DSG is at most a constant factor more than the optimal amortized routing cost, and the expected transformation cost is at most a logarithmic factor more than the amortized cost of any algorithm conforming to our computational model. A. Our Contributions 1) We propose a computational model for self-adjusting skip graphs. Upon each communication request, our model requires any algorithm to transform the topology such that communicating nodes (the source-destination pair) get connected via a direct link. Our model also limits the memory of each node to O(log n) bits and conforms to the CON GEST model. 2) We propose a working set property to evaluate selfadjusting algorithms for skip graphs or similar distributed data structures.
3)
We propose a self-adjusting algorithm Dynamic Skip Graphs (DSG) conforming to our model and analyze its performance. 4) Our algorithm uses a distributed and randomized approximate median finding algorithm (AMF) designed for skip graphs. We show that AMF finds an approximate median in expected O(log n) rounds.
B. Paper organization
Section III presents our self-adjusting model for skip graphs and definitions relevant to this paper. Section II presents an overview of related work. Section IV and V present algorithm DSG and AMF, respectively. We provide a formal analysis to evaluate our algorithms in Section VI, and conclude this work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Interest in self-adjusting data structures grew out of Sleator and Tarjan's seminal work on splay tree [14] that emphasized the importance of amortized cost and proposed a restructuring heuristics to attain the amortized time bound of O(log n) per operation. Prior to that, Allen and Munro [2] , and Bitner [8] proposed two restructuring heuristics for search trees, but none were efficient in the amortized sense. In [7] , Bagchi et al. presented an algorithm for efficient access in biased skip lists where non-uniform access patterns are biased according to their weights, and the weights are known. Bose et al. [9] investigated the efficiency of access in skip lists when the access pattern is unknown, and developed a deterministic selfadjusting skip list whose running time matches the working set bound, thereby achieving dynamic optimality. Afek et al. [1] presented a version of self-adjusting search trees, called CBTree, that promote a high degree of concurrency by reducing the frequency of " tree rotation." Avin et al. [6] presented SplayNet, a generalization of Splay tree, where, unlike the splay trees, communication is allowed between any pair of nodes in the tree. In [5] , Avin, et al. extended the concept of splay trees to P2P overlay networks of multiple binary search trees (OBST). However, their work addresses a routing variant of the classical splay trees that focuses on the lookup operation only. In [4] , Avin et al. presented a greedy policy for selfadjusting grid networks that locally minimizes an objective function by switching positions between neighboring nodes. SKIP + [13] presented a self-stabilization (not self-adjusting) algorithm for skip graphs. [11] presents some of the early ideas of our work.
III. THE MODEL AND DEFINITION
We begin with a quick introduction of Skip Graphs [3] . A Skip Graph consists of nodes positioned in the ascending order of their identifiers (often called keys) in multiple levels. Level 0 consists of a doubly linked list containing all the nodes. The linked list at level 0 is split into 2 distinct doubly linked lists at level 1. Similarly, each of the linked lists at level 1 is split into 2 distinct linked lists at level 2, and this continues recursively for upper levels until all nodes become singleton. In other words, every linked list with at least 2 nodes at any (a) A skip graph with 6 nodes and 3 levels.
(b) The skip graph in (a) represented by a binary tree. level i is split into 2 distinct linked lists at level i + 1. The number of levels in a skip graph is called the height of the skip graph. When a linked list splits into 2 linked list at the next upper level, we denote the split linked lists as 0-sublist (or 0-subgraph) and 1-sublist (or 1-subgraph). Note that we refer the base (lowest) level as level 0. We denote the height of a skip graph as H.
For simpler representation, we map a skip graph into a binary tree of linked lists. To this end, the linked list at level 0 is represented by the root node of the tree, and the 0-sublist and the 1-sublist at level 1 are represented by the left child and right child of the root, respectively. Similarly, every linked list of the skip graph is represented by a node in the binary tree, mimicking the parent child relationship of the skip graph in that of its equivalent binary tree. Figure 1 (a) shows a skip graph with 3 levels, and figure 1(b) shows the corresponding binary tree representation.
Each node x in a skip graph has a membership vector m(x) of size H−1. The i th bit of m(x) represents the sublist (0 or 1) that contains node x at level i. For example, the membership vector of node M in figure 1(b) is 01, as M belongs to the 0-sublist at level 1, and 1-sublist at level 2.
Every node in the binary tree is the root of a subtree that represents a sub(skip)graph (or sub graph) of the skip graph. We refer the subgraph rooted by a 0-sublist and 1-sublist as 0subgraph and 1-subgraph, respectively. Since the construction is recursive, we can also designate a subgraph as b-subgraph, where b is a bit string containing the common prefix bits of the membership vectors for all nodes in the subgraph. For example, the subgraph containing nodes G and W in figure 1(b) is designated by 10-subgraph.
Let V = {1, ..., n} be a set of nodes (or peers). Let S be the family of all Skip Graphs of n nodes, where each topology G(V, E) ∈ S is a skip graph with O(log n) levels. For any skip graph S ∈ S, L i denotes the set of all linked lists at level i of S. We define the following balance property that must hold for the family of skip graphs S: Definition (a-balance Property). A Skip Graph satisfies the a-balance property if there exists a positive integer a, such that among any a + 1 consecutive nodes in any linked list l ∈ L i , at most a nodes can be in a single linked list in L i+1 . The a-balance property ensures that the length of the search path between any pair of nodes is at most a · log n. Self-Adjusting model for Skip Graphs. We consider a synchronous computation model, where communications occure in rounds. A node can send and receive at most 1 message through a link in a round (i.e. CON GEST model). Our model limits the memory of each node to O(log n) bits. Given a skip graph S ∈ S, and a pair of communicating nodes (u, v) ∈ V × V , a self-adjusting algorithm performs the followings: 1) Establishes communication between nodes u and v in S. 2) Transforms the skip graph S to another skip graph S ∈ S, such that nodes u and v move to a linked list of size two at any level in S . This implies that a direct link needs to be established between nodes u and v. Note that the height of S must be O(log n) since S ∈ S. Let σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , ..., σ m ) be an unknown access sequence consisting of m sequential communication requests, σ t = (u, v) ∈ V × V denotes a routing request from source u to destination v. Given a skip graph S, we define the distance d S (σ t ) as the number of intermediate nodes in the communication path from the source to destination associated with request σ t , where the communication path is obtained by standard skip graph routing algorithm [3] .
Given a request σ t at time t, let an algorithm A transforms the current skip graph S t ∈ S to S t+1 ∈ S. We define the cost for network transformation as the number of rounds needed to transform the topology. We denote this transformation cost at time t as ρ(A, S t , σ t ). Similar to a prior work [6] , we define the cost of serving request σ t as the distance from source to destination plus the cost of transformation performed by A plus one, i.e., d St (σ t ) + ρ(A, S t , σ t ) + 1. Definition (Average and Amortized Cost). We used definitions similar to [6] here. Given an initial skip graph S 0 , the average cost for algorithm A to serve a sequence of communication requests σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ m ) is:
The amortized cost of A is defined as the worst possible cost to serve a communication sequence σ, i.e. max S0,σ Cost(A, S 0 , σ).
Definition (Sub Skip Graph). A sub skip graph (often called subgraph in this paper) is a skip graph that is a part of another skip graph. In other words, given a skip graph S(V, E), a sub skip graph S (V , E ) is a skip graph in S such that V ⊆ V and E is the set of links from S induced by the nodes in V . We call a sub skip graph is at level d when all nodes in the sub skip graph share a common membership vector prefix of size d. We call the lowest level of a sub skip graph as the base level, and the linked list that contains the nodes of a sub skip graph as the base linked list for that sub skip graph. Observe that there exists a sub skip graph for all linked lists in any skip graph. Definition (Working Set Number). We denote the working set number for request σ i as T i (σ i ). Let u i be the source and v i be the destination specified by communication request σ i . To define T i (σ i ), we construct a communication graph G with the nodes that communicated (either as source or destination) during the time period starting from the last time u i and v i communicated, and ending at time i. We draw an edge between any two nodes in G if they communicated in this time duration. Now, we define the working set number for request σ i , T i (σ i ), as the number of distinct nodes in G that have a path from either u i or v i . In case u i and v i are communicating for the first time, T i (σ i ) = n by default, where n is the number of nodes in the skip graph.
As an example, for the latest communication request (u, v) shown in figure 2(a), the corresponding communication graph G is shown in figure 2 (b). The number of distinct nodes in G that have a path from either u or v is 5; therefore the working set number for the communication request is 5. Definition (Working Set Property). For a skip graph S at time i, the working set property for any node pair (x, y) ∈ S holds iff d S (x, y) ≤ log T i (x, y). Note that, the log in the definition is to address the tree-like structure of the skip graph topology. Definition (Working Set Bound). We define the working set bound as W S(σ) = m i=1 log(T i (σ i )). Theorem 1. For an unknown communication sequence σ = σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ m , the amortized routing cost for any selfadjusting algorithm conforming to our model is at least W S(σ) rounds.
Proof. Let us assume that the theorem does not hold. Then there must be at least one request
However, due to the construction of the skip graph, this results in existence of a node w i such that
. An example to illustrate this idea is presented right after this proof.
Since the communication sequence is unknown, it is pos-
Since this argument is applicable for any σ i ∈ σ, the theorem holds.
Example of Working Set Bound. Consider the communication graph in Figure 3 . Let l be a linked list of size 2k in a skip graph. Let nodes U, V, A, A 1 , A 2 , · · · , A n−2 belong to the linked list l. Let the linked list l split into 2 subgraphs (i.e. sublists) each with size k at the next (upper) level. Suppose node A moves to the 0-subgraph. Now, we need to choose other k − 1 nodes to accompany node A in the 0-subgraph.
Let we move nodes U and V to the 0-subgraph. Then there exists a node A i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 2 that moves to the 1-subgraph. Clearly this violates the working set property for the pair (A, A i ). However, if we move nodes U and V to the 1-subgraph, we violate the working set property for the pair (A, U ). Thus, U must move to the 0-subgraph and V must move to the 1-subgraph. Note that, at time t + k, the working set number for pair (U, V ), T t +k (U, V ) = k + 1; and the routing distance for pair
IV. DYNAMIC SKIP GRAPHS (DSG) A. Overview
Upon a communication request, our algorithm DSG first establishes the communication using the standard skip graph routing, then performs atomic topological transformation conforming to the self-adjusting model. The key idea behind DSG is that frequently communicating nodes form groups at different levels and a node's attachment to a group is determined by a timestamp. Each node has a group-id and a timestamp associated with each level. A node is a member of a group at each level, and the group-id is an identifier that represents a group. All nodes belong to the same group at a level hold the common group-id. The timestamp associated with a level is used by DSG to identify how attached a node is with its group at that level. When two nodes from two different groups communicate, DSG merges the communicating groups to a single group. However, when a group grows too big to be accommodated in a single linked list at the corresponding level (due to the structural constraint of the skip graph), DSG splits the group into two smaller groups. There are three challenges here. First, since the goal of DSG is to ensure that the working set property always holds for any node pair in any group, distance between any two nodes from any non-communicating group should not increase. In other worlds, routing distances among nodes of any non-communicating groups should not be affected due to a transformation. Second, the working set property must hold for any node pair in the merged and split groups after a transformation. Third, a transformation requires a partial reconstruction of the skip graph structure. According to our self-adjusting model, the height of the skip graph must remain O(log n) after any reconstruction.
Transformation starts from the highest level at which communicating nodes share a common linked list. For example, the highest level with a common linked list for nodes A and M in the skip graph in Figure 1 is level 1 and the common linked list is the linked list that contains only nodes A, J and M . Starting from the highest level with common linked list, transformation continues recursively and parallelly in the upper levels until all the involved nodes become singleton (i.e. move to a linked list of size 1). For each of the newly created linked lists of size > 1, transformation takes place as follows:
-Each node of the linked list computes a priority using certain priority rules. Each priority is a function of node's group-id and timestamp for the corresponding level. The priorities are computed in a way such that all groups have a distinct range of priorities. The communicating nodes have the highest priority, each node of the merged group has a positive priority, and all other nodes have a negative priority. -All nodes of the linked list compute an approximate median priority using the algorithm AMF. In general, at the next upper level after transformation, any node with a priority higher or equal to the approximate median priority moves to the 0-subgraph, and any node with a priority lower than the approximate median priority moves to the 1-subgraph. DSG uses priorities to ensure that nodes from the same group remain together after a transformation. However, a transformation technique based on comparing priority with approximate median priority may split a non-communicating group. Such cases are handled carefully by DSG. Note that, the approximate median priority is used to ensure that the sizes of the 0-subgraph and 1-subgraph are roughly the same after a transformation, keeping the height of the skip graph always O(log n).
Since communicating nodes always move to the 0-subgraph, after transformation in all levels, communicating nodes are guaranteed to move to a linked list of size 2. Each node involved in the transformation reassigns its group-ids and timestamps such that DSG can work consistently for future communication requests.
B. Setup and notations
Let H t be the height of the skip graph at time t. DSG requires every node to hold H t bits to store its membership vector. In addition, each node stores a timestamp and a groupid for each of the levels. For node i and level j, we use the notations V i j , T i j and G i j to denote the stored membership vector bit, timestamp, and group-id respectively. Initially, all timestamps are set to zero and all group-ids are set to the corresponding node's identifier. Figure 4 (c) shows a valid skip graph (S 9 ∈ S) representation, where S 9 is transformed from S 8 using DSG, as a result of the communication between nodes U and V at time 8. The numbers below each node in Figure 4 (b) and (c) give the timastamp of the node at the corresponding level. We use this transformation from S 8 to S 9 as an example for the description of our algorithm for the remaining paper.
For a communication request from node u to node v, let α be the highest common level of the current skip graph with a linked list containing both nodes u and v. Let l α denote that linked list, then u, v ∈ l α . Let t be the time when the request is originated, and S t be the skip graph at time t. In Figure 4 (b), for nodes U and V , α = 0, l α is the linked list represented by the root of the binary tree, and t = 8.
We explain different parts of our algorithm in detail in following subsections.
C. Transformation from S t to S t+1
Upon a routing from node u to node v, node v records the highest common level number α and shares α with node u. Then both nodes u and v broadcast a transformation notification to all nodes in l α . The notification message includes all H t timestamps, group-ids and membership vectors of nodes u and v. All nodes x ∈ l α compute a priority P (x) by using following priority-rules: P1: (Rule for communicating nodes). Nodes u and v set ∞ as their priority. In other words, set P (u) = P (v) = ∞. P2: (Rule for nodes in the same group of either communicating nodes at level α). All nodes P3: (Rule for other nodes). Each node
. We require that group identifiers are non-negative integers (possibly an ip address of a node). Observe that, all nodes of the communicating group at level α have a positive priority as a timestamp is always positive, and rest of the nodes have a negative priority as DSG ensures that t > T x α+1 . Also, according to P3, priorities assigned to nodes from a non-communicating group range between −(G x α · t) and −(G x α + 1) · t, where G x α is the group-id. In our example in Figure 4 , as nodes U and V communicate at time 8, the α is 0 (S 8 in Figure 4(b) ). Let us assume that the nodes' numerical identifiers are determined by their positions in the English alphabet, e.g. identifier for node A is 1, identifier for node B is 2, and so on. According to the priority rule P1, 
Note that, by u, we mean the identifier of node u. Transformation begins at level α +1 and recursively continues at upper levels. Only the nodes in linked list l α take part in the transformation. For the remaining section, we write d to refer the current level of transformation and l d−1 to refer the linked list that is involved in the transformation. Initially d = α + 1 and l d−1 = l α .
All nodes in l d−1 find an approximate median priority to decide whether to move to the 0-subgraph or to the 1subgraph (i.e. determine new membership vector bit V x d in the new skip graph S t+1 ). We propose a distributed approximate median finding algorithm (AMF) for skip graphs to find the approximate median in expected O(log a n) rounds, where a is a constant. The algorithm AMF is described in section V. For now let us consider AMF as a black box that finds an approximate median priority and broadcasts it to all nodes in linked list l d−1 .
However, to utilize AMF, in some cases we require to identify the nodes that moved to the 0-subgraph by receiving a positive approximate median priority. To this end, we introduce a set of boolean variables referred to as is-dominatinggroups, held by each node of the skip graph. Each node holds H t is-dominating-group variables, one for each level. Let D x d denote the is-dominating-group of node x for level d. The goal is to ensure that any node x with D x d = T rue moved to the 0-subgraph at level d + 1 in past when it received a positive approximate median priority at level d for the last time.
Let the approximate median priority be M . One of the following cases must follow:
Case 1 (M is positive). Each node x with P (x) ≥ M moves to the 0-subgraph at level d and sets is-dominatinggroup D x d = T rue. Each node x with P (x) < M moves to the 1-subgraph at level d and sets is-dominating-group D x d = F alse. According to the priority rules P1 and P2, this case splits the merged group of nodes u and v. Case 2 (M is Negative). When M is negative, there may exist a group g s such that all nodes x ∈ g s finds the following condition true.
−
If that happens, splitting group by comparing P (x) and M (as we do for case 1) may split the group g s at level d as its nodes may move to different subgraphs. Given that M is negative, the priority rule P3 confirms that group g s is a noncommunicating group at level d (i.e. contains neither u nor v). Clearly the working set property will be violated if the group g s is split at level d since it will increase the distance between some node pairs in group g s . To fix this issue, nodes in l d perform a distributed count to compute |l d | and |g s |. Then nodes decide which subgraph to move to as follows:
-If |g s | > 2 3 |l d | (|g s | is too big, thus we need to split g s ) any node x ∈ g s moves to the 1-subgraph if D x d = T rue; x moves to the 0-subgraph otherwise.
any node x ∈ l d−1 and x ∈ g s moves to the 0subgraph. -If |g s | < 1 3 |l d | (|g s | is sufficiently small, thus we move all nodes of g s either to the 0-subgraph or to the 1-subgraph)
any node x such that x ∈ l d−1 and x ∈ g s moves to the 0-subgraph if P (x) ≥ M ; x moves to the 1-subgraph otherwise. any node x such that x ∈ l d−1 and x ∈ g s moves to the 0-subgraph. any node x ∈ g s moves to the 1-subgraph. Note that |g s |, L low and L high can be computed in O(log n) rounds by computing distributed sum using a balanced skip list. Algorithm AMF constructs a balanced skip list to compute the median priority. The balanced skip list created by AMF can be reused to compute |g s |, L low and L high . To avoid distraction, we present the distributed sum algorithm in the full version of the paper [12] .
As nodes decide which subgraph to move to, two new linked lists are formed at level d. To find the left and right neighbors at level d, nodes linearly search for neighbors at level d − 1.
Because of the a-balance property, it is guaranteed that a node finds both of its left and right neighbors in at most a rounds (end-nodes have just one neighbor). All nodes x in the new linked lists that do not contain communicating nodes u and v recompute P (x) (for upcoming transformation at level d) using the priority rule P4. Computation of P (x) with P4 is similar to P3 except that α is replaced by d.
P4: (Rule for nodes moving to a linked list that does not contain nodes u and v). Each node x moves to a linked list l d such that
Since the communicating nodes u and v always move to the 0-subgraph, a linked list l d contains nodes u and v only if the following condition is true for all nodes
The transformation procedure described above is performed recursively and parallelly by each new linked list until all nodes become members of a singleton list. Clearly this ensures that node u and v get connected directly, and all nodes x ∈ l α finds their new and complete membership vectors.
Getting back to our example in Figure 4 , let the approximate median priority M be 2 for d = 1. Then nodes U, V, E, B, G and D move to the 0-subgraph and nodes F, I, H and J move to the 1-subgraph at level 1. Now nodes in the 1-subgraph recomputes their priority by using P4. Then both linked lists at level 1 perform the transformation recursively and parallelly, and this continues at the upper levels.
In the following two subsections, we discuss how nodes involved with a communication reassigns their group-ids and timestamps.
D. Assignment of new group-ids
For each level d = α,α + 1, · · · , H t+1 , each node x ∈ l d−1 checks if nodes u and v belong to their own linked list at level d by checking the condition in equation 3. If a node finds the condition in equation 3 to be true, the node sets its group-id G x d to the identifier of node u. If the condition in equation 3 is found to be false by any node, it checks if its group at level d is getting split due to the transformation. A group without communicating nodes u and v can split at level d only if the group is g s and |g s | > 2 3 |l d |. In case of such a split, the identifier of the left-most node in the split group is used as the new group-id. Observe that it is easy for the leftmost node to detect itself since it does not find a left neighbor. The balanced skip list structure created by algorithm AMF is then reused to propagate the new group-id to all the nodes of the group. The left-most node first sends its identifier to the head node of the balanced skip list, and then the identifier is broadcasted to all nodes at the base level of the skip list. The balanced skip list is destroyed once the new group-id is sent to all members of the group.
As nodes u and v move to the same group, for correctness, it is necessary that all nodes in node u's and node v's group at any level d < α in S t must have the same group-id at level d in S t+1 . All such nodes update their group-ids for levels below α, only if G u α−1 = G v α−1 . The detailed procedure of updating group-ids for levels below α is presented in the full version of the paper [12] .
E. Assignment of new timestamps
Each node x ∈ l α updates its timestamps by using the following timestamp-rules (executes in the order given below): T1: Let d be the level at which nodes u and v form a linked list of size 2. Nodes u and v set T u
Note that both nodes u and v become singleton in level d + 1. Nodes u and v also set
For an example, check the timestamps of nodes U and V in S 9 (Figure 4(c) ). T2: For a node x, let c be the size of the longest common postfix between membership vectors m(u ) and m(x) in S t , where u is the nearest communicating node (either u or v) to x in S t . For example, in S 8 (Figure 4(b) ), c s for nodes E and G are 2 and 1, respectively. Let M x d be the approximate median priority received by node x at level d.
For an example, check the timestamps of node E in S t+1 (Figure 4(c) ) at levels 1 and 2, assuming
. Let c be the size of the longest common postfix between m(u) and m(x) in S t and c be the longest common postfix between m(u) and
at time t (before transformation), updates their timestamps w.r.t. node v. For example, for node E in Figure  4 , c = 3 and c = 2. Hence T3 does not apply for node E. T4: Each node x that initialized or received G lower finds the lowest level d such that T x d+1 = 0. If such a d exists and if d > B x , node x sets T x i = T x d+1 for i = d, d − 1, · · · , B y . T5: Let x be a node, x ∈ l α and x belongs to a group g at level d in S t , d ≥ α, such that g splits into two subgroups at level d in S t+1 . Each node x sets T x d−1 = T x d only if T x d−1 = 0. T6: A group-base of a node is the highest level at which the node belongs to its biggest group. For example, in the skip graph S 8 in Figure 4(b) , the group-base for node B is 1, as 1 is the highest level at which node B is a member of its biggest group (B,G,D,U). In the full version of the paper [12] , we present details on how nodes maintain their group-base in a distributed manner.
Let B x denote the group-base of a node x. Each node x ∈ l α sets T x d = 0 for all d < B x . For an example, check the timestamps of nodes F and I in S t+1 (Figure  4(c) ) at level 1 and 0. Note that, B F = B I = 2 in S t+1 . After reassigning the timestamps, all nodes x ∈ l α independently set themselves free for the next communication or transformation.
F. Maintaining the a-balance property
When a node x moves to a new subgraph at level d, node x checks if the a-balance property is being violated at level d by the rearrangement of nodes. The balanced skip list created by AMF is reused to check if any consecutive a nodes at level d − 1 have moved to the same subgraph at level d. All nodes in the skip list at level d check the new membership vector bit of a nearby nodes at level d − 1 in both sides and share this information with both neighbors of the skip list at level d to detect chains. If a chain of size a or longer is detected, a dummy node is placed in the sibling subgraph at level d to break the chain.
A dummy node is a logical node which requires O(log n) links and an identifier. A dummy node does not hold any data and only used for routing purpose. To implement dummy nodes, all regular nodes need to have the ability to handle extra O(log n) links.
When a dummy node is placed to break a chain, the identifier is picked by checking the identifier of a neighbor of the dummy node at level d to ensure that all identifiers remain sorted at the base level of S t+1 . A dummy node does not participate in transformation and destroys itself when a transformation notification is received. While being destroyed, a dummy node simply links its left and right neighbors at all levels and deletes itself. The sole purpose of dummy nodes is to ensure that a-balance property is preserved after a transformation. Note that, the maximum number of dummy nodes possible is n/a.
G. Node addition/removal
Nodes can be added or removed by using standard node addition or removal procedures for skip graphs. When a node is added, the new node needs to initialize its variables with the default (initial) values. Following a node addition, the new node checks if the a-balance property is violated due to the node addition. Following a node deletion. a neighbor of the deleted node from each level checks if the a-balance property is violated due to node deletion. In case of a violation, a dummy node is placed to protect the a-balance property, as described in Section IV-F.
V. APPROXIMATE MEDIAN FINDING FOR SKIP GRAPHS
(AMF) Given a linked list of size n with each node holding a value, AMF is a distributed algorithm that finds an approximate median of the values in expected O(log n) rounds. AMF conforms to the CON GEST model and requires O(log n) bit memories for each node. We present AMF in Algorithm 1. Details on different steps and implementation of AMF are presented in the full version of the paper [12] . Left and Right Ranks. The left (right) rank of a value is the number of nodes that are guaranteed to have a larger (smaller) value than the value. Each value forwarded by any node in AMF is tagged with the left and right rank of the value. Initially both the left and right ranks of any value are zero. Nodes compute the left and right ranks of any value using their local knowledge, as described in Algorithm 1.
Lemma 1. Given a linked list of n nodes (each with a value), the algorithm AMF outputs a value within the range of ranks n 2 ± n 2a . Proof. Let m be the actual median value, and m l and m r be two consecutive values in the sorted list of values received by the left-most node of the skip list at the level h, such that Algorithm 1: Approximate Median Finding AMF 1 Using the nodes of the given linked list, construct a probabilistic skip list where the left-most node steps up to the next level with probability 1 and all other nodes step up to the next level with probability 1/a. Note that a is a constant parameter for the a-balance property. While the linked list at any level of the skip list is being built, nodes locally ensure that no two consecutive nodes are supported by less than a/2 or more that 2a nodes. 2 Let l i denote the linked list at level i of the skip list built. All nodes x ∈ l 0 but x / ∈ l 1 forward (using level 0 links) their values and ranks to the nearest node in left that stepped up to the level 1. 3 forall the levels d = 1, 2, ..., h − 2 in the probabilistic skip list, sequentially do 4 All nodes x ∈ l d , x / ∈ l d+1 forward (using level d links) the values and ranks they have to the nearest node in left that stepped up to the level d + 1.
m l ≥ m ≥ m r . Clearly either m l or m r is picked as the approximate median, determined by their final right and left ranks. To prove this lemma, we shall quantify the maximum possible number of values discarded from range (m l , m r ) at any level.
Let S x d denote the set of values that node x receives at level d from nodes at level d − 1 (including own values of node x). From the construction of the skip list, it is ensured that no two consecutive nodes are supported by less than a/2 or more than 2a nodes. Therefore, size |S 
a , there are less than n/a values in between m l and m r . Thus at least one of the values between m l and m r must fall in the range of ranks n 2 ± n 2a .
VI. ANALYSIS Lemma 2. Let g d be a group at level d and x be a node in g d in skip graph S. Let G x (V, E) be a communication graph where V is the set of all nodes in S and E represents only communications during the time period starting from time T x d , and ending at time t (inclusive). All nodes y ∈ g d with T y d > T x d are connected in G x . Proof. We present a proof by induction for this lemma. Let us assume that the lemma holds for all groups in S t . We show that the lemma holds for S t+1 as well. Let nodes u t and v t communicate at time t. By assumption, the lemma holds for all groups of nodes u t and v t in S t . Now, since nodes u t and v t get connected in the communication graph at time t, priority rule P2 and timestamp rule T2 ensure that the lemma holds for any newly formed group containing nodes u t and v t in S t+1 . Now, for any newly formed group in S t+1 that does not contain nodes u t and v t , there are two possibilities. The first possibility is that all nodes of such a new group had a positive priority during the transformation from S t to S t+1 while receiving M for level d. For this case, the lemma holds because (1) all these nodes were in at least one group of either u t or v t in S t , and (2) timestamp rule T3 ensures that the new timestamps for the corresponding level are consistent with the lemma. The second possibility is that all node of the new group had a negative priority for level d during the transformation. Such a new group can only be created by a split of a group of size greater than two-third of the number of nodes in the corresponding linked list. Because of the use of boolean variable is-dominating-group, these groups are identical of one of the groups in S t at level d + 1. Hence the lemma holds. Now we analyze the base case for induction. Clearly, the lemma holds for S 1 since all groups are the only member of their groups. Now, from the construction of the algorithm, it is easy to see that the lemma holds for S 2 as the groups with size > 1 are the groups that contain nodes u 1 and u 2 and timestamp rules T1 ensures that the timestamps in S 2 are consistent. Proof. Let us consider a pair (x,y) such that the distance between nodes x and y increased due to the split (i.e. d St+1 (x, y) > d St (x, y)). Then one of the nodes from pair (x, y) must move to the 0-subgraph and the other node must move to the 1-subgraph at level d in S t+1 . Let us assume that, node x moves to the 0-subgraph and node y moves to the 1-subgraph.
A group can split due to a negative M only if the size of the group is bigger than two-third of the size of the corresponding linked list. From Section IV-C, clearly nodes moving to the 1-subgroup (due to a split resulted by negative M ) have D x d = T rue. Now, nodes set is-dominating-group as T rue only on formation of a group (due to a positive M ) that contains the communicating nodes. Hence, according to the timestamp rule T2, all nodes x with D x d = T rue have T x d ≥ M p , where M p is the positive priority used (in past) to set D x d = T rue. This implies that, after time M p , the node x did not communicate with any of the nodes in the group moving to 1-subgraph. According to the definition of working set number, this implies that at least T t (x, y) nodes move to the 1-subgraph due to the split resulted by a negative M .
We construct a communication graph G M with communications during the time period starting from time M p and ending at the current time t (inclusive). According to Lemma 2, all nodes moved to the 1-subgraph are connected in G M . Lemma 1 implies that the number of nodes moved to the 1-subgraph is at most n 2 + n 2a , where n is the size of the corresponding linked list. This follows: d St+1 (x, y) ≤ a log 3/2 n 2 + n 2a + a = O(log T t+1 (x, y)) Lemma 4. Given that nodes u and v communicate at time t, there exists a direct link between nodes u and v in S t+1 at a level no higher than log 2a a+1 n. Proof. As described in the case 1 in Section IV-C, any group containing communicating nodes u and v at any level d can split at level d + 1 only if the nodes in the group receive a positive M . Now, according to Lemma 1, a positive M can split a subgraph of size n into two subgraphs where size of any of the new subgraphs is at most n 2 + n 2a . Since communicating nodes always receive a positive M , the maximum possible height in S t+1 at which nodes u and v move to a subgraph of size 2 is log n n 2 + n 2a n = log 2a a+1 n.
Lemma 5. The maximum possible height after a transformation by DSG is log 3 2 n. Proof. Algorithm DSG split a subgraphs into two smaller subgraphs at the immediate upper level. From Section IV-C, it is easy to see that a subgraph of size n can split into two subgraphs where the size of any of the new subgraphs is at most 2n 3 . Therefore, the maximum possible height of the skip graph after a transformation is log 3 2 n. Theorem 2. At any time t, given that any two nodes u and v communicated earlier, the distance between u and v in skip graph S t is O(log T t (u, v)), where T t (u, v) is the working set number for the node pair (u, v) at time t.
